
	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Ignite	the	Sacred	Mysteries:	Remember	yourself	
through	Direct	Experience!	

 

AVESA ASCENSION 

MASTERY   
…A	Multi-dimensional	connection	&	healing	experience	
December	30,	2017	-	January	05,	2018,	TOSA	Blue	Mountain,	Ecuador	

 
	

“Avesa	is	mind	opening,	clearing,	love	generating,	enlightening	and	TOTALLY	FUN!”		LY,	TX	

	
“There	are	no	words	to	fully	describe	the	inner	peace,	joy	and	love	Avesa		

has	brought	into	my	life.”		AP,	Mexico	

	

“10x10!		Inter-galacitc!		Beyond	anything	I	could	have	ever	imagined.			

This	was	an	honest	to	goodness	love	fest!”		DV,	NJ	

	

	

Definitely	the	divinity	of	light	of	the	highest	order!...AS,	NC	

	The	most	amazing	spiritual	experience	of	my	life!....LW,	CA	
	



Namaste	Beloved	Master	of	Crystalline	Light!	

It	is	with	great	Joy	that	we	invite	you	to	join	us	at	TOSA	Blue	Mountain	for	an	

ascension	experience	that	will	expand	your	consciousness	as	it	anchors	your	Joy	

portal	and	capacity	to	live	empowered	Authenticity!		This	is	the	blessing	of	the	Yoga	

of	Self-Ascension!	We	have	been	guided	to	share	mysteries	that	were	unable	to	be	

understood	prior	to	the	energy	of	NOW	and	are	honored	to	share	them	with	YOU.	

TOSA	Blue	Mountain	is	a	nourishing	high-vibrational	sanctuary;	your	body	will	relax	

as	your	heart	opens	to	the	embrace	of	this	sacred	sanctuary.		This	is	the	perfect	

environment	to	release	fear,	build	familiarity	with	your	Ascended	Presence	and	

connect	with	your	soul	family.	

For	thousands	of	years	the	indigenous	custodians	of	these	lands	recognized	TOSA	

Blue	Mountain	as	a	place	of	restoration	and	cosmic	connection.		The	rock	carvings	

and	petroglyphs	here	stir	ancient	memories	of	a	time	when	cosmic	communion	was	

normal	and	balanced	living	was	effortless.	

The	period	from	2018-2022	is	a	fragile	moment	as	the	density	world	spirals	into	

deepening	conflict	and	fear.		Choosing	to	anchor	Shanti,(Peace),	Bhakti,	(Love)	and	

Ananda,	(Joy),	offers	a	soothing	energy	into	the	worldly	environment,	thus	inviting	

trust	to	come	forward.		Join	us	in	helping	to	secure	a	more	harmonious	world	by	

participating	in	ceremonies	and	ancient	processes	that	offer	energy	to	the	gossamer	

force	field	that	is	protecting	the	earth’s	crystalline	grid.	

Gaia	now	exists	in	distinct	levels	and	as	a	Master	in	Form,	it	is	time	for	you	to	

remember	how	to	walk	in	3rd	dimensional	density	and	also	be	connected	beyond	the	

5th	and	into	the	7th	&	9th	dimensional	frequencies.		Mastery	of	the	Yoga	of	Self-

Ascension	offers	the	opportunity	to	remain	connected	to	the	cosmic	origins	while	

still	in	form.			This	is	the	Art	of	Ascended	Living!		

Each	Master	who	awakens	generates	a	restorative	wave	of	energy	into	the	world	of	

form.		Together	our	collective	energy	co-creates	a	unique	healing	influence	for	the	

world.	Remember,	restoration	comes	from	BEYOND	the	3rd	dimensional	structures	

and	teachings.			

It	is	YOUR	time	to	re-open	to	the	Universal	Library	of	Truth	and	walk	as	the	

Essenah	once	did,	many	thousands	of	years	in	the	past	on	this	planet.	

It	is	YOUR	time	to	anchor	your	portal	of	connection	to	the	higher	dimensions	

and	from	there	call	forward	the	limitless	energies	of	oneness	that	nourish	all	life.	

With	this	connection	embraced,	you	call	forward	the	blessing	of	the	highest	service	

to	your	Self,	your	family	and	friends.		To	anchor	your	Ascended	presence	one	must	

“be	with”	ascended	community,	as	that	is	how	we	assist	our	ego-self	to	relax	with	

others	and	flourish.	



Avesa	Quantum	Healing	opens	portals	of	connection	that	restores	the	Soul.			This	

powerful	ancient	energetic	process	ignites	portals	of	connection	that	defy	the	mind	

of	form.			

We	encourage	you	to	learn	more	about	the	Ascended	Mystical	energy	of	Avesa	by	reading	the	

article	that	comes	at	the	end	of	the	day	by	day	details	in	this	PDF.	

Join	us	at	the	New	Year	and	we	will	share	with	you	three	powerful	Ascended	Avesa	

protocols	that	have	not	been	shared	before.		And	when	you	leave	you	will	have	the	

blessing	of	offering	this	gift	to	family	and	clients	if	you	so	desire.		These	healing	

protocols	assist	humanity	to	be	free	from	the	interference	of	the	Planetary	Thought	

Body.	Imagine	the	gift	you	can	bring	to	your	home,	your	family,	your	community,	

your	world!	

We	celebrate	this	time	of	transformation!		We	celebrate	your	awakening	Ascended	

Mastery.		We	honor	the	path	of	remembering	and	we	look	forward	to	welcoming	

you	to	TOSA	Blue	Mountain	Sanctuary,	high	in	the	Andes	mountains	of	Paute,	

Ecuador.	

With all our heart and a deep bow of Namaste, 

Sri & Kira 

 



 

 

Your Sacred Journey into the Ascended Realms of the 5th, 7th and 9th 

dimensions has already begun! As you connect with this sharing, bring 

your hand to your heart, take in a deep breath and FEEL the energies that 

are reaching out to you now with divine remembrance of your true nature. 

December	30,	2017	

Welcome to Ecuador!  Our English speaking representative will 

greet you at the Guayaquil airport to insure a smooth and easy 

transfer to our beautiful little “canton” of Paute.  

During the extroardinarily scenice drive from the airport to Paute have your camera 

ready!  You will travel through several 

“micro-climates”, first working your way 

through fields of sugar cane and cacao as 

you enter into the EXTRAORDINARY 

UNESCO protected area of the Cajas 

National Park. This is a STUNNING area 

and during this portion of your drive you 

will be at very high altitude for one portion 

and look out for the roaming lamas!  (more 

about this in the what to bring section).  From the 

Cajas you will wind your way through the 

colonial city of Cuenca and then find 

yourself in the energy of the Andes 

mountains as you arrive into Paute and your hotel! 

Dinner is at the hotel and time to relax from your journey and get ready for New Year’s 

Eve at TOSA Blue Mountain Sanctuary!  

	

	

December	31,	2017	

After a nourishing breakfast at 

the hotel you may decide to 
explore the quaint and very safe 

village of Paute. With its 
charming central town square 

just a few blocks from your hotel 



and aromas of fresh corn tortillas you will be enchanted.  The local 

villagers are warm and friendly and there is an air of welcome as 
you connect with the culture. 

 
Your hotel is located by the lovely town park and river area if you 

prefer to simply relax into a leisurely morning as you prepare for 
your evening adventure! 

 

After lunch at the hotel 
prepare to visit TOSA Blue 

Mountain Sanctuary for 
the first time! 

 

Our drivers will greet you at 
the hotel and bring you on 

the short 15 minute drive up out of the village and into the heart of 
the Andes Mountains and TOSA Blue Mountain! 

 
As you arrive, prepare to be welcomed personally by Sri & Kira with 

sincerity, love and presence!  You will be here THROUGH midnight 

assuring plenty of time to commune with this powerful land, share 
community with each other, enjoy a wonderful dinner and 

then…attend the POWERFUL ASCENSION ANCHORING ceremony 
for 2018!   

 

The energy of the moon is rising into FULL and together we will be 
sending the blessing of ASCENDED PRESENCE and CONNECTION 

beyond the Gossamer Force Field that supports the Crystalline 
Grids.  This is a TANGIBLE moment of cosmic connection. 

 
This ceremony will be broadcast live and ignite the realms of 

ascended presence on behalf of the planet in the land of 

harmony and balance. 
+ 

Kira Raa will also offer a very special LIVE NEW YEAR 
INSOULMENT! 

 

…and there are more surprises for this magical moment. 

 

	



January	01,	2018		Your	AVESA	ADVENTURE	BEGINS!	

Ascended Avesa Day One: Anchoring Ascended Presence, 

Healing and Perfect Chakra Balance 

Today we begin our ascent into the mystical journey and sacred gift 
that is Avesa!  Sri & Kira were offered the sacred trust of the 

Ascended Masters many years ago and have held only the highest 
integrity of this protocol and mystical initiation ever since.   

This first day is a day that will fully anchor the Avesa Balancing 
protocol and if you are already certified in the process and wish to 

become certified as a teacher just let us know! 

EVERYONE will GIVE AND RECEIVE this blessing as we start our 
journey together and if you have not yet connected with the Avesa 

Balancing protocol, you will 
learn it today! 

Every magical day of this 

journey you will tangibly 
both give and receive 

profound energetic 
attunements to assist you to 

lovingly and comfortably 
claim your Divine Ascended 

Presence with grace and 

ease! 

January	02,	2018	

ALL NEW!  Lifting into the Ascended Presence of the 5th 

Dimension 

Today Sri & Kira take you on a journey of divine remembrance of 

your soul’s mastery!  Expanding the blessing of the Avesa energy 

you will connect with and RECEIVE messages and guidance that 
will assist you to break through any illusions while coming forward 

with full restoration of your physical, mental, emotional and 
spiritual bodies! 

This is a magical sacred appointment that you have made eons ago 
and are ready to claim into your life experience! 



January	03,	2018	

FIRST TIME!  Moving through the 5th Dimension into the 7th 

Dimension 

There is a beauty that births from within your Divine Nature when you gift yourself with 

FREEING your mind from the density illusion and igniting your Ascended Presence. 

Harnessing the blessing of the first two days together, today we lift into the 7th dimension 

through direct experience. 

 

You will learn and practice the techniques that assist you to achieve this gift and claim 

the wholeness and restorative nature of your divine wisdom to guide you through this 

life’s journey without any fear or doubt.  It is your time! 

	

January	04,	2018	

Culmination day…Join Sri & Kira as 

you enter the 9th Dimension at TOSA 

Blue Mountain Sanctuary!   

Healing, Loving and Lifting through the 

3rd, 5th, and 7th dimensions you are 
prepared to enter into a full body 

presence of cosmic communion. 

This day is a very special treat as 
together we will ascend to the high 

petroglyphs at TOSA Blue Mountain 
Retreat and connect with the ancient 

beings of crystalline light as we enter the 
realms of the 9th dimension and assist each other to fully claim 

ASCENDED MASTERY of our AVESA presence. 

A special culmination ceremony will also be held as together we call 
forward the blessing of the universe to carry us forward. 

January	05,	2018	

With joy in your heart and your ascended presence fully 
ignited you begin your journey back to your home 

town/country to ignite others through your Ascended 

presence! 

 



…OR continue the journey and join Sri & Kira in Cuenca for 

two magical days of exploration. 

If your heart is calling you to learn more please read the Shakti 

Exchange document attached with all the details. 

WE LOVE YOU! 

 

 

Fully Awakening the Divine Within: 

Re-Birthing Avesa Quantum Energy 

By	Sri	Ram	Kaa	&	Kira	Raa	
	

The	search	for	Divine	Consciousness….radical	new	illnesses….the	return	of	the	

plague…increasing	polarity	and	extreme	climate	shifts…what	do	these	all	have	in	

common?		

The	current	trends	on	our	planet	are	calling	forth	the	shift	that	are	shifting	the	

pathway	toward	your	Sacred	wholeness…if	you	are	AWAKE	TO	IT!	

Our	physical	bodies	ALWAYS	offer	immediate	feedback	on	the	state	of	our	

emotional,	spiritual	and	mystical	being-ness.	We	are	at	the	time	of	the	rapid	

escalation	of	all	energies	and	this	takes	us	beyond	the	traditional	definitions	as	we	

open	our	dormant	soul	memories	for	COMPLETE	healing	and	restoration!	

Now	fully	within	the	seven	year	Ascension	escalator,	as	humanity	heads	toward	

2018	it	is	clear	that	we	are	all	ascending	in	consciousness.		The	question	is:	What	

are	you	Ascending	into?		This	has	a	myriad	of	expressions	and	each	is	as	unique	as	



the	one	who	asks	the	question.		It	is	the	time	to	claim	your	mastery	presence	and	

ignite	the	divine	wisdom	that	brought	you	onto	this	planet…at	this	moment!	

 

What	Is	Avesa?	

The	word	Avesa	is	Sanskrit.		When	strictly	

defined	it	literally	means	the	evolution	of	the	

uplifting	of	the	Consciousness!		The	core	

meaning	of	Avesa	is	Divine	

Empowerment…a	oneness	and	recognition	

of	oneness	with	all!			

It	is	when	we	release	traditional	

consciousness	from	the	modern	definition	of	

the	word,	“empowerment”,	that	we	discover	

the	gift	of	receiving	an	“investment	of	energy”,	

our	true	power	and	a	Divine	gift	that	is	our	

birthright	to	claim	when	we	awaken	to	it.	

“Ave” means Hail; commonly known through the Ave Maria, which translates as Hail 

Mary, to give glory, to honor.   

“Sa” means the Impersonal Infinity.  It is the recognition of the Divine presence without 

any attachment to “the I”; the limitless love of the Divine.   

Together, Ave + Sa means Hail to the Impersonal Infinity . This blessing offers Divine 

empowerment to any who claim divine empowerment with the universal energy of 

Avesa. 

Where does Avesa Quantum Energy Come from? 

In	the	early	part	of	the	first	millennium	BC,	we	see	the	first	origins	of	the	“Supreme	

Science”.	The	inspired	seers	of	the	time,	or	Rishis,	analyzed	their	awareness	of	

human	experience	to	see	if	there	was	anything	in	it	that	could	be	found	as	absolute,	

and	they	did!	

	

1. There	is	an	infinite,	changeless	reality	

beneath	the	world	of	change	

2. This	same	reality	lies	at	the	core	of	every	

human	personality	

3. The	purpose	of	life	is	to	discover	this	reality	

experientially;	that	is	to	fully	realize	the	

Divine	while	here	on	Earth.	

	



These	three	statements	are	the	fullness	of	Avesa	Quantum	Energy	Mastership.			

To	receive	or	offer	the	gift	of	AVESA	Quantum	Energy	with	the	Universal	Divine,	

you	must	re-member,	re-claim	&	fully	exist	AS	the	Universal	Divine.	

The	last	time	Avesa	energy	was	available	on	this	planet	was	during	the	late	1800’s.		

There	were	sages	or	gurus	in	the	Himalayas	living	in	caves,	and	others	in	Tibet	who	

were	able	to	work	through	these	energies	and	bring	them	forward	in	a	format	that	

was	kept	very	secretive	because	the	vibrational	level	of	the	planet	was	not	ready	to	

receive	them.	

This	information	came	forward	to	this	planet	through	a	lineage	of	most	wondrous	

beings,	and	in	the	late	1800’s	a	small	renaissance	group	was	using	Avesa	energy	

actively	for	the	benefit	of	the	planet.		It	was	determined	in	conjunction	with	the	

Ascended	Masters,	that	Avesa	Energy	would	not	be	available	again	until	after	the	

millennium.(Y2K)	This	was	primarily	due	to	the	technological	manipulations	that	

were	foreseen	during	the	coming	century	of	the	1900’s	and	indeed	history	proved	

them	correct!	

What	happens	with	Avesa	Quantum	Energy?	

To enter into the blessing of Pure Avesa Quantum Energy offers anyone the opportunity 

to integrate and release all barriers to complete healing of the physical, emotional, and 

spiritual body.  From the beginning of the experience as one enters into a primary Avesa 

balancing session there comes forward an experience of bliss while calling in vast 

Universal healing energies through time & space. 

The results are nothing short of miraculous!   

Often those who have experienced this profound gift report 

diminished physical symptoms, greater experience of peace, 

enhanced ability to manifest, clarity of life purpose, and true 

connection with their Divine being-ness.  And this is just where 

it begins…imagine immersing yourself in this energy for 5 days 

while living with sacred community and experiencing the 

essence of your Ascended presence. 

We are at the time of the great awakening, and the gift of Avesa 

Quantum Energy is the opportunity to embrace all of the changes around us with ease and 

Joy!   

How	can	I	connect	with	Avesa	Quantum	Energy?	

Simple!  It all begins with the breath of life, the breath of Avesa.  Once you ignite your 

breath the divine comes forward and the journey begins…again! 



Whether you reclaim your Avesa Quantum mastery to accelerate your life journey and 

stabilize your ascended presence or you decide to become a practitioner of this gift 

matters not! 

What matters is that you are here,  

you are ready, you are open  

and most certainly, you are guided!  

We honor your Avesa presence  

and divine nature. 

 


